A powerful MDO-PE which facilitates mono material structures to be easy recycled

RKW Horizon® is a 100% PE film with high transparency and high stiffness, dedicated as a printable outer layer in laminations with low SIT heat-sealable PE films.
High-performance films based on RKW’s longtime experience with MDO films

The use of powerful MDO technology for RKW Horizon® leads to improved properties. These enhancements, relative to standard blown PE films, make MDO PE suitable as a PET or OPP replacement in many applications, especially in the flexible packaging market.

RKW can also supply the complementary low SIT heat-sealable film.

Comparison of film properties

Features at a glance

- Made of 100% polyethylene films
- Efficient – easy to convert and to print
- High flexibility and stiffness
- Suitable for all printing technologies
- Many customized add-ons: Metalization, coating, treatments etc.